Abstract. We calculate explicitly the j-invariants of the elliptic curves corresponding to rational points on the modular curve X + ns (11) by giving an expression defined over Q of the j-function in terms of the function field generators X and Y of the elliptic curve X + ns (11). As a result we exhibit infinitely many elliptic curves over Q with nonsplit mod 11 representations.
Introduction
Let X(p) denote the modular curve which classifies elliptic curves with full level p structure, where p is an odd prime. The group GL 2 (Z/pZ) acts on X(p). The subgroup N has order 2(p 2 − 1). The modular curve X + ns (p) is defined over Q, and its Q-rational points correspond to elliptic curves E|Q with a specified level p structure φ : Z/pZ × Z/pZ → E [p] (Q) such that the mod p representation ρ E,p : Gal(Q|Q) → GL 2 (Z/pZ) obtained by Galois action on the p-torsion points of E (with respect to φ) has image lying inside the subgroup N above. We say such an E|Q has a nonsplit mod p representation.
The Q-rational points of X + ns (p) arise in the context of a question of Serre [11] which asks whether the mod p representations of non-CM elliptic curves defined over Q are always surjective for p greater than some absolute constant c Q . The modular curve X + ns (p) represents the most difficult case of Serre's question, and it has resisted study using currently known techniques such the methods of Mazur [10] used in studying the modular curve X 0 (p). From current knowledge about the Q-rational points on the modular curves arising from Serre's question, c Q ≥ 37. However, due to the difficulty of determining the Q-rational points on modular curves associated to the normalizer of Cartan subgroups (both split and nonsplit cases), the true value of c Q is currently unknown.
The modular curves X + ns (p) have at least one Q-rational point due to CM elliptic curves. For p = 3, 5, 7, the modular curve X + ns (p) has genus 0 and is hence isomorphic to P 1 |Q. An explicit determination of the natural covering maps X + ns (p) → X(1) to the j-line are known in these cases [2] , [6] , [13] . For p = 11, the modular curve X + ns (p) is an elliptic curve. Using indirect methods, Ligozat [9] showed that X + ns (11) is isomorphic over Q to the elliptic curve
). The Mordell-Weil group of this elliptic curve has rank 1 and is generated by the point [4 : 5 : 1]. Thus, there are infinitely many elliptic curves over Q whose 11-torsion points give rise to a nonsplit mod 11 representation.
In this paper, we explicitly determine the j-invariants of the elliptic curves corresponding to the Q-rational points on X + ns (11) . In particular, we show the following computational result using Magma. The method used in determining the j-function explicitly as an element of Q(X, Y ) consists of first exhibiting two functions x, y ∈ C(X, Y ) with poles supported at the cusp ∞. These functions x, y are constructed from Siegel functions and have known q-expansions. This allows one to compute the j-function explicitly as an element of C(x, y). However, since the cusp ∞ ∈ X + ns (11)(C) is not defined over Q, it is necessary to translate the coordinate functions x, y using the group law on the elliptic curve to new coordinate functions x , y with poles supported at a known Q-rational point on X + ns (11) (for example, a CM-point). It is then possible to relate x , y to X, Y , and to finally express the j-function explicitly as an element of Q(X, Y ).
Klein forms and Siegel functions
This section gives a short introduction to the theory of Klein forms and Siegel functions, following [7] , Chapter 2, §1, closely. More complete definitions and proofs can be found there.
Let L be a lattice in C and let f(z, L) denote the Klein form attached to L. This is a function which takes as arguments a complex number z and a lattice L in C. It is of degree 1; that is, f(λz, λL) = λf(z, L).
Define a function which takes as arguments a ∈ R × R and W ∈ C 2 whose components are linearly independent over R by f a (W ) ≡ f(z, L). The function f a (W ) has the following properties.
Let H denote the complex upper half-plane. Let τ ∈ H and define
where
Let f : H → C be a function. For k ∈ Z, the action of the k-th stroke operator for γ ∈ SL 2 (R) on f is defined by
, where ∆(τ )
, where c = (c 1 , c 2 ) satisfies 0 ≤ c i < 1 and is a root of unity. Let q = q τ = e 2πiτ and q z = e 2πiz . The Siegel function g a (τ ) can be expressed in terms of q as follows:
In the next section we will need the following condition, due to Kubert [8] , for the product of Klein forms to be an automorphic form for Γ(N ). Proof. Theorem 4.1 in Chapter 3 of [7] This condition is called QUAD(N)odd in [7] .
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Method of calculation
For γ ∈ SL 2 (Z), let γ be its reduction modulo 11. Let SN = N ∩ SL 2 (Z/11Z). Consider the congruence subgroup given by
As Riemann surfaces we have that X
Proposition 3.1. Let Γ * (11) = ±I ·Γ (11) , where Γ (11) is the principal congruence subgroup of level 11. Let Ω be a complete set of inequivalent coset representatives for Γ * (11)\Γ
Now let
where θ x , θ y ∈ C are constants (depending on Ω) chosen so that the leading terms in the q-expansions of x, y are 1. (11)). (4) The functions x, y satisfy the Weierstrass equation y^2 + (2*z^9 + 2*z^8 + 2*z^7 + 2*z^6 + 2*z^5 + 2*z^4 + 2*z^3 + 2*z^2 + 2)*x*y + (-2*z^9 -2*z^8 -z^7 -z^4 -2*z^3 -2*z^2)*y = x^3 + (2*z^9 + 2*z^8 + 2*z^7 + 2*z^4 + 2*z^3 + 2*z^2)*x^2 + (-2*z^9 -3*z^8 -z^7 + z^6 + z^5 -z^4 -3*z^3 -2*z^2 + 2)*x, where z = ζ 11 is a primitive 11-th root of unity. Let E ∼ = Q(ζ11) X + ns (11) denote the elliptic curve over Q(ζ 11 ) defined by this Weierstrass equation. Thus, x, y ∈ Q(ζ 11 )(X + ns (11)).
, where (δ) is an 11-th root of unity (see the argument in (2)). Also, f a| −1,−I (τ ) = −f a (τ ). Thus, we see that a different choice of a complete set of inequivalent coset representatives for Ω will only result in changing u a by a scalar factor which is a 22-nd root of unity. As we scale x and y so they have leading term 1, the resulting x and y are then independent of the choice of coset representatives Ω. It can be verified thatσ has order 12,s has order 4, and that σ ∩ τ = {±I}. In addition,s 
. This is a complete set of inequivalent coset representatives for Γ * (11)\Γ + ns (11) . We work with this fixed set of coset representatives for convenience in later arguments.
Let a have denominator 11. Consider the function
where the last equality follows from the fact that there are 12 elements in Ω. Let
The condition QUAD(N)odd is satisfied by the product defining h a (τ ) for N = 11; so, by Theorem 2.1, h a (τ ) is an automorphic form for Γ(11) of weight −12. This can be verified by using the explicit form of the subgroup N given in the introduction and the fact that α,β∈Z/pZ α 2 = α,β∈Z/pZ αβ = α,β∈Z/pZ β 2 = 0. Since f a| −1,−I (τ ) = −f a (τ ), we see that h a (τ ) is an automorphic form of weight −12 for Γ * (11), as there are an even number of elements in Ω. Thus, u a (τ ) is an automorphic function for Γ * (11) . By Theorem 1.1 in Chapter 2 of [7] , f a (τ )
11 is an automorphic form for Γ(11) of weight −11. Thus, for γ ∈ Γ(11)
Thus for γ ∈ Γ(11) we have f a| −1,γ = (γ)f a , where is an 11-th root of unity.
Let g ∈ SL 2 (Z). Then
Let σ g denote the permutation of the coset representatives in Ω obtained by multiplication on the left by g, written so it acts from the right in exponential notation. It has the property that γg = δ(γ, g) · γ σg , where δ(γ, g) ∈ Γ * (11), γ ∈ Ω. Let (g, γ) be the 22-nd root of unity such that f a| −1,γg = (γ, g)f a| −1,γ σg . Note that if
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δ(γ, g) ∈ Γ(11), then (γ, g) is an 11-th root of unity; otherwise it is the negative of an 11-th root of unity. We then have that
so that
for some δ, δ ∈ Γ(11). Thus, we see that all the (γ, g)'s are in fact 11-th roots of unity, so (g) is an 11-th root of unity. Similarly, ifḡ =sσ j , thenσ
for some δ, δ ∈ Γ(11). Thus, we see that there are an even number of (γ, g)'s which are the negatives of an 11-th root of unity, so that (g) is in fact an 11-th root of unity. Thus, u a| 0,g = (g)u a , where (g) is an 11-th root of unity. We can then define a homomorphism from G = {±I} \SN to C × given by
This one-dimensional representation takes on values which must be both 11-th and 12-th roots of unity (as G has order 12), so is in fact trivial. We have thus shown that u a (τ ) = γ∈Ω g aγ (τ ) is an automorphic function for Γ + ns (11) , at least when we take Ω to be the particular choice of coset representatives given at the beginning of this proof. The result then follows for any choice of coset representatives, thanks to the remark in (1).
(3) The fact that x and y have poles of order 2 and 3, respectively, only at ∞ can be seen from the explicit q-expansions of x and y as calculated by Magma (see the Appendix). Note from [7] , Chapter 2, Theorem 1.2, that g a (τ ) has neither zeroes nor poles on the upper half-plane.
To calculate the q-expansion of g aγ (τ ), we calculate the q-expansion of g c (τ ), where c = aγ − b and b ∈ Z × Z is chosen so that c = (c 1 , c 2 ) satisfies 0 ≤ c i < 1. Since g c (τ ) differs from g a (τ ) by a root of unity, this does not affect the final q-expansions of the x and y we obtain.
(4) Since we know X + ns (11) has genus 1, and x and y have poles supported at ∞ of order 2 and 3 respectively, x and y should satisfy a Weierstrass equation. Using the explicit q-expansions of x and y (which are elements of the ring R = Q(ζ 11 )((q 1/11 ))), we used Magma to solve for a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 6 ∈ Q(ζ 11 ) such that y 2 + a 1 xy + a 3 y = x 3 + a 2 x 2 + a 4 x + a 6 in the ring R. This amounts to solving a linear system over the field Q(ζ 11 ), i.e., one considers the above equation over R to a specified order of precision in q 1/11 such that the resulting linear system over Q(ζ 11 ) has a 1-dimensional solution space.
The j-invariant of 121D is −32768. We confirmed using Magma that the jinvariant of E is also −32768, so E ∼ =C X + ns (11) , as predicted by theory. Since j ∈ Q(ζ 11 )(x, y), the function j is expressible in the form
By specifying maximal degrees for a, b, c, one can solve the linear system corresponding to the equation aj = b + cy over R using a specified order of precision in q 1/11 . We found the minimal maximal degrees for a, b, c which gave nontrivial solution spaces using a specified order of precision in q 1/11 . With these maximal degrees, we then increased the order of precision in q 1/11 until the solution space of the linear system was 1-dimensional. We omit giving the values of a, b, c, which are of degrees 33, 38, 37, respectively.
Since X Our objective is to find A, B, C ∈ Q[X] explicitly. To do this, we relate the functions x, y to X, Y . The functions x, y ∈ Q(ζ 11 )(X + ns (11) ) have poles at ∞. However, the point ∞ of X + ns (11) is only defined over Q(ζ 11 )
+ [4] , and X, Y should have poles at a point O which is Q-rational. (11) . Since x , y and X, Y are two different Weierstrass models for X + ns (11)|Q(ζ 11 ) with poles at O = P , there is a relation
for some u, r, s, t ∈ Q(ζ 11 ), by uniqueness of Weierstrass models. The values of u, r, s, t can be determined, as the Weierstrass models have known coefficients (the ambiguity in sign in u is due to the extra automorphism −1). Thus, one can now obtain the (now formal) q-expansion of X, Y . Using a method similar to expressing j in terms of x, y, one can then express j in terms of X, Y .
To determine the values of x(P ), y(P ), we used the following method. Plugging in j = 0 in relation (1) and solving for x subject to the equation satisfied by x, y, we obtained 5 possible distinct values for x(P ) ∈ Q(ζ 11 ), given below with multiplicity: <z^3 + z^2, 3>, <z^6 + z^5 + 1, 11>, <-z^9 -z^8 -z^7 -z^4 -z^3 -z^2, 11>, <-z^9 + z^8 + z^7 -z^6 -z^5 + z^4 + z^3 -z^2 + 2, 1>, <z^9 + z^8, 3>.
To determine which choice of x(P ) is correct, we first computed the possibilities for x(Q) in a similar fashion: <z^6 + z^5 + 1, 11>, <-z^8 -z^7 -z^6 -z^5 -z^4 -z^3 + 1, 1>, <-z^9 -z^8 -z^7 -z^4 -z^3 -z^2, 11>.
For each choice of x(P ), y(P ), x(Q), y(Q), we checked if X(Q), Y (Q) was Q-rational.
There was only one choice of (P, Q) for which this property held, namely x(P) = -z^9 + z^8 + z^7 -z^6 -z^5 + z^4 + z^3 -z^2 + 2, x(Q) = -z^8 -z^7 -z^6 -z^5 -z^4 -z^3 + 1.
Some examples of elliptic curves with nonsplit mod 11 representations
As an application, we can now determine the j-invariants of the elliptic curves corresponding to the Q-rational points of X j-invariants of the elliptic curves corresponding to some multiples of R: For each of the non-CM j-invariants indicated above, the following table gives a corresponding elliptic curve with small conductor N E and the discriminant d K of the quadratic field K associated to its projectively dihedral mod 11 representation. This was determined using the information about K given in [11] and the congruences which a p (E) should satisfy (i.e., for p N E · 11, p inert in K, a p (E) ≡ 0 (mod 11)) (cf. also [3] 
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Appendix
The q-expansions of the functions x and y in Proposition 2.1, where q = e 2πiτ :
x = q^(-2/11) + -z^9 -z^2 + (-z^7 -z^4)*q^(1/11) + (-z^8 -z^6 -z^5 -z^3 + 1)*q^(2/11) + (z^9 -z^7 + z^6 + z^5 -z^4 + z^2 -1)*q^(3/11) + (-z^9 -z^7 -z^4 -z^2 -1)*q^(4/11) + (z^9 -3*z^8 -2*z^7 -2*z^6 -2*z^5 -2*z^4 -3*z^3 + z^2 -2)*q^(5/11) + (2*z^9 + z^8 + z^3 + 2*z^2 + 4)*q^(6/11) + (-2*z^9 -2*z^2 -2)*q^(7/11) + (-4*z^9 -2*z^8 -z^7 -4*z^6 -4*z^5 -z^4 -2*z^3 -4*z^2 -3)*q^(8/11) + (2*z^8 -4*z^6 -4*z^5 + 2*z^3 + 10)*q^(9/11) + (-3*z^8 + z^7 -3*z^6 -3*z^5 + z^4 -3*z^3)*q^(10/11) + O(q), y = q^(-3/11) + (-z^9 -z^8 -z^7 -z^6 -z^5 -z^4 -z^3 -z^2 -1) *q^(-2/11) + (z^8 + z^7 + z^4 + z^3 + 1)*q^(-1/11) + 2*z^9 + z^8 + z^6 + z^5 + z^3 + 2*z^2 + 1 + (-2*z^9 -2*z^8 -z^7 -4*z^6 -4*z^5 -z^4 -2*z^3 -2*z^2 -1)*q^(1/11) + (-z^8 -5*z^7 -5*z^4 -z^3 -3)*q^(2/11) + (2*z^9 + z^8 + 3*z^7 + 2*z^6 + 2*z^5 + 3*z^4 + z^3 + 2*z^2 + 4)*q^(3/11) + (3*z^9 -7*z^8 -5*z^7 -3*z^6 -3*z^5 -5*z^4 -7*z^3 + 3*z^2 -5)*q^(4/11) + (-6*z^9 + z^8 -9*z^7 -7*z^6 -7*z^5 -9*z^4 + z^3 -6*z^2 + 2)*q^(5/11) + (-z^9 -4*z^8 -2*z^7 -2*z^6 -2*z^5 -2*z^4 -4*z^3 -z^2 -7)*q^(6/11) + (4*z^9 + 12*z^7 -z^6 -z^5 + 12*z^4 + 4*z^2 + 12)*q^(7/11) + (-7*z^9 + 4*z^8 -12*z^7 -13*z^6 -13*z^5 -12*z^4 + 4*z^3 -7*z^2 + 16)*q^(8/11) + (-24*z^9 -18*z^8 -15*z^7 -30*z^6 -30*z^5 -15*z^4 -18*z^3 -24*z^2 -21)*q^(9/11) + (2*z^9 + 11*z^8 + 21*z^7 + 5*z^6 + 5*z^5 + 21*z^4 + 11*z^3 + 2*z^2 + 23)*q^(10/11) + O(q). + 1947917*X^12 -30142674*X^11 + 329659022*X^10 -2543487848*X^9 + 14048607628*X^8 -56478689465*X^7 + 167296164552*X^6 -366229712039*X^5 + 586536468642*X^4 -668442965082*X^3 + 512872346720*X^2 -236894208325*X + 49952548375).
